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Abstract
In the implementation of active filters, it is cost-effective to
determine the passive component values from a range of
manufactured preferred values. In conventionally design method,
component values results in values that do not all comply with
preferred values and the designer chooses the nearest preferred
value thence causing a design deviation. So, in order to reduce
this problem, various metaheuristic algorithms are used in
literature. In this paper, the applicable of differential evolution
(DE) algorithm for 10th-order Butterworth active filter is
investigated. It is seen that DE algorithm gives quite good results
in order to get ideal filter parameters. Furthermore, according to
obtained results, DE algorithm gives better design results than
backtracking search algorithm (BSA) which is used in another
similar study.
Keywords: Active Low-Pass Filter, Differential Evolution
Algorithm, 10th-order Butterworth Type, Sallen-Key Topology.

1. Introduction
Electronic filters are frequency-selective circuit elements
that pass electrical signals in specified frequency ranges
without any change and stop electrical signals in other
frequencies [1], [2]. Filters find use in a variety of
electrical and electronic applications such as audio
signaling, instruments, sound and signal sources, television
and radio broadcasts and data communications. For
example, they are utilized to acquire dc voltages in power
supplies, cut off noise in communication channels, split
radio and television channels from the multiplexed signal
provided by antennas.
When designing a filter circuit, the values of the selected
circuit elements are calculated according to the determined
design conditions and the used equations. In order to
reduce the calculation process, the values of some discrete
elements used in circuit design are chosen equal to each
other. However, in this conventional method, there is a
problem that the values of the other discrete elements to be
used do not exactly match the standart serial values. Then,
the performance of the designed circuit can be reduced by
depending on the values of the elements selected closest to
the designed values. Thus, the characteristic of the
designed circuit deviates from the ideal characteristic and

the error rate increases. In recent years, heuristic
algorithms derived from artificial intelligence and natural
science have begun to be used instead of traditional
methods in finding optimal values of filters designed with
discrete elements. The popular ones of these algorithms are
differential evolution (DE), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), artificial bee colony
(ABC), tabu search (TS) and backtracking search
algorithm (BSA). The component values obtained by these
algorithms can be rounded to the nearest standard
component values and fewer design errors can be achieved
than with the conventional method. In [3], 3rd and 4th-order
Butterworth and Chebyshev low pass filters (LPFs) were
designed using ABC and PSO. The results show that the
transfer characteristic obtained by ABC has the sharpest
descent in transition band while PSO is much
approximated to ideal characteristic in passband. Another
study of filter design is given in [4]. In here, Simplex-PSO
algorithm was used for designing of 4th - order Butterworth
active LPF and 2nd-order State Variable active LPF.
According to obtained results, Simplex-PSO algorithm
exhibited less total design error than the reported methods.
Furthermore, 10th-order Butterworth LPF and 10th-order
Butterworth high-pass filter (HPF) were designed by using
BSA in [5] and [6], respectively. Other related works in
this topic are given in [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].
In this work, a 10th-order Butterworth LPF in Sallen-Key
Topology is designed by DE utilized for selection of filter
circuit’s component values. FSF and Q values of designed
circuit are calculated according to optimized component
values. These results are compared with both ideal
Butterworth FSF and Q values and the results obtained by
BSA.

2. Sallen-Key Topology Butterworth LPF
An active LPF, which is one of the main active filters, is an
electronic device that allows all frequency components
below its cut-off frequency and rejects or attenuates all
frequency components above. In Fig. 1, a 2nd-order unitygain Sallen-Key LPF architecture is given [14], [15].
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3. Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm
DE is a heuristic optimization technique based on genetic
algorithm (GA) in operation [16], [17]. Although DE has
the same operators with GA, its structure and
implementation are different from those of GA. DE is a
very simple but a very powerful population-based
stochastic global optimizer. The flow chart of DE is shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 2nd-order unity-gain Sallen Key LPF architecture

From circuit analysis, transfer function,
as

is obtained
(1)

In equation (1), substituting

gives
(2)

The standard form of

is expressed as [15]
Fig. 2 The flow chart of DE algorithm

(3)

where

is

the

cut-off

frequency,

The parameters of DE are the population size NP, the
number of parameters D, the generation number g, the
crossover rate CR and the scaling factor F.

is frequency scaling factor,
and

is

the

quality

factor.
Then, the amplitude response of the filter is found as
(4)

A 10th-order LPF are constructed by cascading five 2ndorder stages. The ideal FSF and Q values of each stage for
10th-order Butterworth LPF are given in Table 1 [15]. In
this study, the filter circuit was designed for cut-off
frequency of 10 kHz.
Table 1: FSF and Q values of ideal 10th-order Butterworth Filter

Filter Order
10th
Stage1
Stage2
Stage3
Stage4
Stage5

FSF
Q
FSF
Q
FSF
Q
FSF
Q
FSF
Q

1
0.5062
1
0.5612
1
0.7071
1
1.1013
1
3.1969

3.1 Population Initialization
In the application of DE, before the initialization of the
population, both upper and lower bounds for each
parameter are defined. Then, a random number generator
assigns a value for each parameter of every vector a value
from the prescribed range. The initial population created
by NP D-dimensional vectors can be described with
(5)
where

is the jth parameter of the ith vector in the

generation g for j=1,2,…,NP ; g=0,1,…,gmax.

and

are the lower and upper bounds of parameters, respectively.
randj[0,1] is a uniformly distributed random number for
the jth parameter in the range of [0,1].
3.2 Mutation
The mutation is to make random changes on the
parameters of the vectors. After the initialization, DE
mutates and recombines the population of NP trial vectors.
At first, a base vector index r0, which is different from the
target vector index i, to be subjected to mutation, is
randomly chosen from the initial population. And also, the
difference vector indices r1 and r2, which differ from each
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other and from both the base and target vector indices, are
randomly selected once per mutant. Then, mutation
process is started. In mutation process, the vectors
randomly chosen with vector indices r1 and r2 are
subtracted from each other and the difference is multiplied
by a specified F number. The obtained weighted
differential vector is added to the base vector x j ,r0 , g to

where f(x) is the objective function intended to be
optimized. This operation cycle continues until g=gmax.
When termination criterium is satisfied, the best current
vector is taken as the solution. gmax is the defined iteration
number to terminate the algorithm.

produce a mutant vector v j ,i , g . The mutant vector can be

The aim of this study is to get ideal FSF and Q values for
10th–order Butterworth type active filter with optimized
component values by using DE algorithm. When applying
DE to this optimization problem, each passive component
of filter belonging to each stage was encoded in the string
form as shown in Table 2. In this case, the components
values of the filter are successively adjusted by DE until
the error is minimized. The design error of the filter,
ErrorTotal is the summation of the cost function errors of

expressed with
∀j ≤ D : v j=
x j ,ro , g + F . x j ,r1 , g − x j ,r2 , g
,i , g

(

)

(6)

where the scaling factor F, is a real number controlling the
rate at which the population evolves and it generally takes
a value in the range of (0,1).
If the parameters of the generated vector exceed the
minimum or maximum bound component values, they are
changed according to (7).
 x (jl ) ,
if x j < x (jl ) 
(7)
v j ,i =  ( u )

if x j > x (ju ) 
 x j ,
3.3 Crossover
In the crossover process, the trial vector uj,i,g is created by
using the mutant vector vj,i,g and target vector xj,i,g. The
parameters of this new generated vector are chosen from
the mutant vector with a probability of CR. Otherwise,
parameters are copied from the target vector. Also, j=jrand
condition is used in order to guarantee the choice of at
least one parameter from the mutant vector. The trial
vector created as the result of crossover is given by
∀j ≤ D :

u j ,i , g

 v j ,i , g if rand [0,1] ≤ CR ∪ j =jrand 
=

 x j ,i , g otherwise


(8)

The criterium used for determination of the vector that will
be transferred to the next generation, i.e. the target vector
or the trial vector, is the convenience. The convenience
value of the target vector has already been known.
However, the convenience value of the trial vector must be
computed.
3.4 Selection and Termination of the Algorithm
The vector having the highest convenience value between
the target and the trial vectors is assigned to the next
generation. If the purpose of the optimization is
minimization, the expression for the selection process can
be given by
∀i ≤ NP :

ui , g ,
xi , g +1 = 
 xi , g ,

if f i (ui , g ) ≤ f i ( xi , g ) 

otherwise


(9)

4. Simulation and Results

FSF and Q, Error1 and Error2 respectively, given in [5].
5

FSFt ,i − FSFi

i =1

FSFt ,i

Error1 = ∑
5

Qt ,i − Qi

i =1

Qt ,i

Error2 = ∑

(10)

ErrorTotal = α × Error1 + (1 − α ) × Error2
where FSFt ,i is target FSF , Qt ,i target quality factor, and

α is the constant (α = 0.5) . The aim is to keep the total
error as low as possible. So, ErrorTotal is the objective
function of the design problem.
Table 2: Representing the component values in the string form

R11

Stage1
C11 R21

C21

…
…

R15

Stage5
C15 R25

C25

The designed DE code for the filter was written in
MATLAB R2015a and run in a computer with INTEL
Core i7 2.4 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM memory.
In the simulation studies, the population size NP is 25 and
iteration number is set to 1000 for DE. Experiments are
performed over 25 independent runs. Obtained results are
presented in Table 3-5.
Table 3: Statistical results of design for independent 25 runs

DE

BSA

Best Error

5.527435e-8

7.318919e-4

Mean Error

1.655480e-6

3.009314e-3

Worst Error

1.315152e-5

6.967334e-3

Standard Deviation

2.590491e-6

1.618665e-3

Elapsed Time (sec)

0.66313

0.704649
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Table 4: FSF and Q values of 10th-order Butterworth Filter optimized by
DE
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Fig. 4 Total gain curves for target and computed solutions

Stage4

Fig. 5 shows the cost function versus iteration number. In
this figure, it can be seen that DE designs an acceptable
filter at around 200 iterations. This is the very fast
convergence rate.

Stage5

Table 5: Component values of best solution obtained by DE
Stage1

Stage2

Stage3

Stage4

Stage5

R1(kΩ)

1.87948

4.48693

2.63646

2.489

1.3411

R2(kΩ)

2.57258

2.43548

1.99927

3.35576

3.63435

C1(nF)

7.06215

4.0968

4.85535

2.47256

1.0006

C2(nF)

7.41817

5.65798

9.89751

12.2653

51.939

Furthermore, in Table 3, BSA design results of the same
filter are obtained as a product of another study, given in
[5]. It is apparent that DE gave better results than BSA.
According to the results obtained by DE algorithm, it is
possible to realize circuit designs very close to the ideal
cases. Optimized component values are given in Table 5.
These values can be rounded to the nearest standart
component values and acceptable errors can be obtained.
The gain curves of each stage obtained by DE and total
gain curves for target and computed solutions are plotted
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.
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Fig. 5 The cost function versus iteration number

5. Conclusion
In this study, an application of DE algorithm has been
achieved for the component selection of analog active filter
design. The 10th-order Butterworth low pass filter design
has been investigated for the prediction of component
values. It is apparently seen that DE successfully
minimized the design error in a short computation time.
From the obtained results, DE algorithm is considered to
be able to used efficiently for more complex circuit design
in future works.
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